OVER 97 YEARS
OF PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE IN
CREATING LIFESTYLE

“For over 9 decades, we’ve been helping people make
more of their homes.
Established in Germany, and now operating worldwide,
we specialise in the fittings, hardware and systems that
improve the way your home, works. So when you choose
our products as part of your new or reformed home, you
know you’re getting the benefit of extensive knowledge
and decades of experience.
And we’re still a family business, owned and managed by
family members who really care about the products and
service we provide. You can rely on our commitment to
the highest standards of quality and reliability, founded on
a long tradition of German engineering where attention to
detail is second nature.
All our home improvement ideas are built to last – day in,
day out – we want you to get the very best from every
corner of your home, for many years to come.”
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OUR PRESENCE

Häfele Worldwide: With its origin in 1923 in a small town named ‘Nagold’
from the Swabian region of Germany that nurses a passion for hardware
technology, it is no surprise that Häfele has lived up to its roots through a
successful presence in the architectural and furniture hardware industry
for over 9 decades now. Today, Hafele’s worldwide penetration includes
38 subsidiaries across Europe, America, Asia, Australia and New
Zealand. With these subsidiaries and numerous other sales organisations,
Häfele operates in over 150 countries. The Häfele headquarters, 4
manufacturing units and 10 sales offices are located within Germany;
while 1 manufacturing unit is located at Budapest, Hungary. The company
also owns one of the largest and most sophisticated warehouses in its
home country. The Häfele worldwide workforce is empowered by a base
of over 8100 employees. The group services over 150,000 customers
across the globe through its extensive range of hardware products and a
comprehensive logistics system.

Häfele India: Häfele India is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Häfele
Global network and has been operating in India since 2003 under the
leadership of Mr. Jürgen Wolf (Managing Director). The ability of the
company to understand the diverse Indian market has made it an authority
in the field of architectural hardware, furniture and kitchen fittings and
accessories. The company also has a strong presence in synergized
product categories namely Home Appliances, Furniture Lighting, Sanitary
and Surfaces catering to the focused demand from these industries.
Häfele India services its customers with a base of over 1300 employees
and has a strong nation-wide presence with offices in Mumbai, Pune,
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Delhi, Kolkata and Cochin.
It has full-scale operations in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh with Regional
offices and Design Showrooms in both the countries; and has also spread
its operations to other regions of South Asia including Nepal, Bhutan and
Maldives. It has a well-networked Franchise base of over 130 shops along
with over 1000 dealers situated across South Asia. The subsidiary has a
sophisticated Logistics centre in Mumbai along with distribution centres
in Delhi, Bangalore, Kolkata and Colombo respectively.
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Kitchen

Countertop Appliances
Do you love cooking but hate the tedious
prepping activities that precede it?
Well, you’re not alone!
The recreational experience of cooking your favourite delicacies
is often spoiled due to all the time and effort spent in mundane

pre-cooking activities like chopping, grinding, grating or mixing.

Hafele brings to you, an efficient range of smart counter-top

appliances that can collectively assume responsibility for

all menial kitchen chores that precede the actual cooking
experience like chopping, grating, grinding and mixing, while

you relax and watch it happen. Ably complementing our
comprehensive range of cooking appliances, Hafele’s smart
preparation machines come in modern formats coupled

with precise functions that ensure stress-free pre cooking
operations.
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KLARA HIGHLINE
Häfele’s Klara Highline Kitchen Machine is
in essence a kitchen dynamo successfully
amalgamating functions of various countertop
appliances like dough kneader, whisker, beater,
chopper, grater, sausage maker, juicer, mixer and
grinder. This not only creates more space for you
on your worktop but in the long run helps derive
compounded value for the money spent by you.
Your daily kitchen chores are nothing but a piece
of cake for this versatile, multi-use machine by
Hafele.
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KLARA HIGHLINE - THE KITCHEN
MACHINE

Heavy duty full Aluminium Diecast body
Powerful 1000W motor
Planetary rotations* for a uniform mixing result
Wider tilt head circumference for efficient and superior mixing
Metal gear transmission
Timer function
Electronic control
5 speed settings
5.5L Food Grade Stainless Steel mixing bowl
3 mixing attachments: beater, dough hook and whisker
1.5 L single mould glass food mixing jar for leak-proof blending
200ML jar for spice grinder and chutney making
Vegetable cutter (4 Attachments: slicer, grater, chopper and masher)
Colours: Murphy Red & Gothic Grey
Optional : Aluminium body meat mincing unit (Article No: 535.43.129)
Article no. 535.43.122
*Planetary mixing: Rotary mixing along the axis and circumference
for superior and uniform blending even of small quantities.
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KLARA HIGHLINE
PRO

The Häfele Klara Highline Pro comes
equipped with all features of the Klara Highline
plus additional feature highlights such as
technologically advanced touch control pad,
increased number of speed settings and an
enhanced model design in an elegant matt
finish.
With the new Klara Highline Pro, you can enjoy
the most advanced design and functionality that
will make your regular cooking task a breeze.
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KLARA HIGHLINE PRO - THE
KITCHEN MACHINE

Heavy duty full Aluminium Diecast body
Powerful 1000W motor
Planetary rotations* for a uniform mixing result
Wider tilt head circumference for efficient and superior mixing
Metal gear transmission
Timer function
High-end touch control pad
7 speed settings
Indicative programmed function marks at different speed
Bowl cover for improved functionality
5.5L Food Grade Stainless Steel mixing bowl
3 mixing attachments: beater, dough hook and whisker
1.5 L single mould glass food mixing jar for leak-proof blending
200ML jar for spice grinder and chutney making
Vegetable cutter (4 Attachments: slicer, grater, chopper and masher)
Colour: Gothic Grey
Optional : Aluminium body meat mincing unit (Article No: 535.43.129)
Article no. 535.43.137
*Planetary mixing: Rotary mixing along the axis and circumference
for superior and uniform blending even of small quantities.
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VIOLA PRO
Hafele extends its kitchen
machine series with Viola Pro
Castline Kitchen Machine.
Especially created to help you
with your baking needs, Viola
Pro comes with a knob control
to set accurate speed levels
and with a mixing bowl capacity
of 6.5 L. Its trendy matt colour
will perfectly complement your
contemporary kitchen.
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VIOLA PRO - THE KITCHEN
MACHINE

Aluminium Diecast housing
Powerful 1300W motor
Knob switch
Planetary rotations* for a uniform mixing results
Wider tilt head circumference for efficient and superior mixing
Metal gear transmission
6 speed settings + pulse
6.5L Stainless Steel bowl with cover
3 mixing attachments: beater, kneading hook, balloon whisker
Vegetable cutter (4 attachments: slicer, grater, masher and chopper)
Indicative LED lights bars that signal when the machine is powered
on and off as well as direct accurate affixing of the attachments
Optional : Aluminium body meat mincing unit (Article No: 535.43.129)
Article no. 535.43.273
*Planetary mixing: Rotary mixing along the axis and circumference
for superior and uniform blending even of small quantities.
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OKTABLEND

The Oktablend Vacuum Blender laden
with VacuoTechnology helps remove, with
the push of a button, the air and oxygen
responsible for oxidation of food and
the subsequent depletion of the micro
nutrients to enhance the shelf life and
nutrient content of the blended food.
With this technology the nutrient level of
your food is maintained and the food can
be stored for a longer time when compared
to traditional blending.
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OKTABLEND - THE PROFESSIONAL
BLENDER

VacuoTechnology: 80 Pa Pressure of Vaccum that helps to take out
maximum air
Auto programs: Vacuum, Whole juice, Puree, Batters, Ice cream,
Smoothie, Blending and Cleaning
High speed blending of upto 30,000 RPM
AdapTech display: 8 preset one touch functions + time, temperature
and speed display
2L octagonal jar design to assist wholesome blending in minimal time
Full touch operation and large adaptive display
3D blade assembly that is perfect for blending
Commercial AC motor with copper winding for powerful performance
and longer hours of operation
Power: 2200 W
Article no. 535.43.270
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M É LANGE

Häfele’s high speed Mélange Professional
Blender is your perfect partner for power
punched blending results. Thanks to its
titanium coated blades which are tough and
long-lasting and the strongest motor in the
market, blending hard fruits and vegetables
like coconuts, apples and apricots or
grinding hard and dried Indian spices like
dry turmeric, cumin, coriander seeds, and
pepper corns takes no real effort.
The fully digital machine also comes with a
unique one touch operation for Smoothies
and Ice crushing. You can choose up to 30
speed levels for the perfect blending and
grinding results.
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MÉLANGE - THE PROFESSIONAL
BLENDER

1200W powerful motor
High speed blending of upto 32000 RPM
1.8L glass blending jar
Titanium blades for long lasting service life
Auto programs: Smoothie, ice crush and auto clean
Stainless Steel housing provides durability and stability
30 speed levels for varied results as per requirement
500ml dry grinder jar for spices, coffee, nuts and much more

Article no. 535.43.261
* The Melange Professional Blender is available only in a red finish. The image
placed on this page is a gray-scale representation of the same.
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M AGNUS

Magnus Cold Pressed Juicer by Häfele is
designed to work at a much slower pace as
compared to your regular juicer. It is hence
able to extract fruit and vegetable juices
without applying heat, the absence of which
helps retain maximum number of nutrients,
vitamins and enzymes, and prevents
oxidation.
The Magnus ensures that it extracts more
than 80% of the juice from fruits and
vegetables put into the juicer.
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MAGNUS - THE COLD-PRESS
JUICER

Slow and gentle rotation of 35 RPM
Huge Ø 83 mm inlet for whole fruits
SmartFlow system mixes and holds juice when using more than 2
kinds of ingredients
Higher juice yield (more than 80%)
Stainless Steel housing
BPA free material
Powerful AC motor with Copper windings for powerful performance
and longer operating hours
Power: 250 W
Article no. 535.43.530
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AMBER

The 2-Slot Amber Electric Toaster
Machine comes with 7 adjustable
browning levels and enables you
to not only prepare fresh crisp
toasts but also to reheat the ones
prepared previously. You can
also defrost the freezer-stored
bread in the toaster.
The two-slot electric toaster
machine is available in two
contemporary colours – Jade
(matt grey) and Opal (metallic
red).
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AMBER - THE ELECTRIC TOASTER

2 slots
3 function buttons: Re-heat / Stop / Defrost
Adjustable browning setting: 7 levels
Stainless Steel Housing
Power: 930W
Removable crumb tray
Colours: Opal (Metallic red) & Jade (Matt grey)
Opal- Article no. 535.43.550
Jade- Article no. 535.43.551
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DOME & QUEEN

The Dome and Queen Electric Kettles by Häfele not
only look impressive on your kitchen countertops but
are also extremely quick and efficient. Both the models
come with a temperature display slot for you to ensure
that the water boils at the precise temperature as per
your liking. Together with having a high capacity to heat
water, these kettles come with removable lime scale
filters for easy cleaning.
The Stainless Steel body, inner water level markings,
non-drip spout and sleek handle make the kettles
extremely easy to use and durable. The Dome Kettle
comes with a spout cover that ensures complete
protection from dirt and other air-borne particles.
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DOME & QUEEN- THE ELECTRIC
KETTLES

Volume: 1.7 L (Dome), 1.6 L (Queen)
Power: 2150 W
Food Grade Stainless Steel inner & outer body (Dome),
Double lining of Stainless Steel and Plastic (Queen)
Analog temperature display
UK Strix Control for precise heating
Indicator light on switch
Detachable Micro-mesh Filter
External water gauge
Automatic & manual switch off
Boil-dry protection
Spout cover in Dome Kettle ensures that the water remains dirt & impurity free
Colours: Dome- Opal (Metallic red), Jade (Matt grey)
Queen- Royal white with rose gold highlights
Dome Opal: Article no. 535.43.540
Dome Jade: Article no. 535.43.542
Queen: Article no. 535.43.541
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Mumbai Design Centre:
Haji Moosa Patrawala Ind.(SOBO) Estate,
Near Famous Studio,
Mahalaxmi (West), Mumbai - 400 011
Tel.: 022 6264 7100.
Mumbai Design Centre:
#2 Filix Building, Opp. Asian Paints,
L.B.S. Marg, Bhandup (West),
Mumbai - 400 078
Tel.: 022 2596 9660/
2596 9787/2594 7305
New Delhi Office & Design Centre:
D-89 , 1st Floor, Okhla Phase-I,
New Delhi - 110 020
Tel.: 011-66574999
Fax: 011-41605482
Bangalore Office & Design Centre:
Incubex Nestavera Spaces Pvt Ltd,
No:13, Langford Place, Langford Road,
Shanti Nagar, Bangalore - 560 025
Tel.: 080 4132 6116
Fax: 080 4132 6226
Bangalore
Hafele Appliances Gallery:
No. 2/1, Shiv Manor, Langford Road,
Shantinagar, Bangalore - 560027
Tel.: 080 - 4142 6336
Hyderabad Office & Design Centre:
SJR Building - # 1-57/89/1 & 1-57/89/2
Opp Allahabad Bank, Gachibowli,
Hyderabad – 500032
Tel.: 040 29557578 / 040 29557588
Kolkata Design Centre:
PS PACE, Premises No. 1/1A,
Mahendra Roy Lane, Topsia,
Kolkata - 700 046
Tel.: 033 40086814 / 033 40089268
Fax: 033 24988020
Kolkata Office:
Office No. 1001, PS Continental,
10th Floor, 83/2/1 Topsia Road,
Near Vishwakarma Building.
South Kolkata - 700046
Tel: 033-2285 0104 /
033-2285 0105 / 033-2285 0106
Chennai Office & Design Centre:
1st Floor No.24, College Road,
Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600 006
Tel.: 044 - 4215 1542
Fax: 044 2446 0922
Pune Design Centre:
Showroom No. 2, Ground Floor,
F P no. 403, A/2, ICC Trade Tower,
Senapati Bapat Marg,
Shivaji Nagar, Pune -411016
Tel.: 020 2563 3301
Fax: 020 2563 3302

Pune Office:
Office No. 12, Vastushree Complex,
Survey No.587,
Near Hyde Park, Gultekdi,
Market Yard, Pune - 411 037
Tel.: 020 2426 6264
Fax: 020 2426 6274
Ahmedabad Office:
Hafele India Pvt. Ltd., Office No. 302,
3rd Floor, Shangrila Arcade, Near
Shyamal Cross Road, Satellite,
Ahmedabad - 380015
Tel.: +91 79695 55505 / 8866220505
Cochin Office:
Jomer Symphony, 5th Floor, 48/1744
C34, Chalikkavattom, North
Ponnurunni, Vyttila, Cochin- 682010

Sri Lanka:
Hafele Office and Design Centre:
52, Nandana Gardens
(On Duplication Road), Colombo 04.
Tel: +94 112 500 501.
Fax: 0094 112 500 553.
Hafele Design Centre:
448, Galle Road, Rawathawatta,
Moratuwa, Sri Lanka.
Tel.: +94 112 644 600.
Hafele Boutique:
747A, Sirimawo Bandaranayaka
Mawatha, Mulgampola,
Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Tel.: +94 812 223 338.
Bangladesh Office:
2nd Floor, House - 181, Road - 2,
Mohakhali DOHS, Dhaka - 1206.
Tel.: 01844018431/ 01844018432/
01844018433/ 01844018437.
Bangladesh Design Center:
House - 106, Road - 12,
Block - E, Banani, Dhaka - 1213
Tel.: 02-48810380-81
Nepal:
UHS Holdings Pvt. Ltd.
Kathmandu-2, Gairidhara Chowk,
Nepal.
Mob.: +977 9802338800
Bhutan:
Smart Homes
Gr. Floor, Druk Building (Opp Helipad)
Babesa -Thimpu Expressway, Thimpu
Tel.: +975-2-333419
Mob.: +975-77277615, 17839717,
77114228,1760063,17669840

For Enquiries SMS
“HAFELE” to 56070
Toll Free Customer Care:
1800 266 6667
Customer Care WhatsApp:
+91 97691 11122
customercare@hafeleindia.com
info@hafeleindia.com

Follow us on
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Mumbai Corporate Office:
Office No. 3, Building “A”, BETA,
I Think Techno Campus, Off J.V.L.R,
Opp. Kanjurmarg East, Mumbai – 400 042.
Tel.: 022 6142 6100 l Fax: 022 6702 0531.

